
HANKS IN no small part to a

fabulous ride from Franny

Norton, Gangway gave the

partners of the Kingsley Park 27 – Ready

To Run partnership a win to savour at

Lingfield on May 10.

After landing a Wolverhampton

handicap on his first run for the

partnership in March, the Gleneagles

gelding ran well at Nottingham under a

penalty, finishing third of 11.

At Lingfield, he faced seven rivals in a

three-year-old handicap over a mile and a

quarter. Franny took the ride, and, seeking

to take advantage of a low draw, he sent

Gangway forward straight from the stalls.

Unfortunately, Andrea Atzeni had the

same idea and his Canny Fettle won the

battle to lead into the first bend.

Franny was able to grab the lead after a

couple of furlongs and thereafter dictated

the pace, with Canny Fettle and

Promising heading the remainder of the

field. Shaken up after turning for home,

Gangway pulled clear inside the final

furlong, and although Kaatibb ran on well

for James Doyle in the closing stages,

Gangway was always in control and

scored by a length and a quarter, with

Canny Fettle two and a quarter lengths

back in third.

Gangway certainly seems to be on the

upgrade and partners can look forward to

lots of fun with him in the months to

come.

Kingsley Park 21’s Campese landed a

Bath handicap on May 11 after a typically

astute ride from Franny.

Having made his seasonal debut at

Brighton in April, Campese was one of

five horses who went to post for a

handicap over 11 and a half furlongs at

Bath. Heading the opposition was the

recent Lingfield winner, Eight of

Diamonds.

Franny asked Campese to make the

running, and the Australia gelding was

able to dictate at a rather sedate pace.

Turning for home, the gap which

Campese had opened up on his rivals was

quickly narrowed, but despite his rivals

appearing to be ready to strike, Campese

was able to quicken again. Eight of

Diamonds had been switched to the inner

for a challenge, but although on terms

with Campese as they entered the final

furlong, it was the Kingsley Park horse

who was able to assert, scoring by a neck.

Via Serica finished third, two and

three-quarter lengths behind Eight of

Diamonds. 

AMPESE stays well, as one

would expect being by Australia

out of a mare, Dubka, who won

four times over a mile and a half at three

and who was twice Group-placed, once

over a mile and three-quarters. 
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RTNERSHIP NEWS
their third winner in three days, Centre

Court made a winning debut on

Newmarket’s Rowley Mile course on

May 11 in a restricted novice stakes.

Kingsley Park 28 – Gold’s Showcasing

filly was the only filly in a field of five

who went to post for the six-furlong

event. The field was reduced to four when

Taritino was withdrawn having become

upset in the stalls.

HE early pace was set by Bolt of

Thunder, the only runner with the

benefit of a previous outing, with

Centre Court racing in second. The filly

travelled smoothly for Joe Fanning, and

as the leader began to falter, Centre Court

came to join Bolt of Thunder with two

furlongs left to race.

Taking the lead with a furlong to run,

Centre Court kept on strongly on the

rising ground and was always holding the

late challenge of Indian Dream. The

winning distance was half a length.

Centre Court is out of the Hurricane

Run mare, Game Zone, who won two

conditions events in the South of France

before finishing a close second in

Deauville’s Group 3 Prix Minerve. The

out of the Cheveley Park Stakes winner,

Carry On Katie, by Fasliyev, who finished

sixth in Attraction’s 1,000 Guineas in

2004.

Building on the promise of his debut

run at Musselburgh earlier in the month,

Jungle Fever ran out the impressive

winner of a Brighton maiden on May 27.

The Bungle Inthejungle colt, a late

April foal owned by KP 28 – Gold, took

on eight rivals over an extended five

furlongs. At Musselburgh, Jungle Fever

had shown good pace to lead before

fading in the closing stages.

IDDEN by Joe Fanning, Jungle

Fever broke well from his draw in

the middle of the field and was

able to cross to the rail. 

Showing good speed throughout, he

was clear of his field with a furlong to run

and held the late challenge of It’s Chico

Time comfortably enough to score by half

a length.

Out of the Titus Livius mare, Titian

Saga, Jungle Fever is a half-brother to the

Nunthorpe Stakes (Group 1) winner,

Winter Power, and looks an exciting

prospect based on this display.

dam stayed a mile and a half well, so it

will be fascinating to see over which

distance this promising filly will excel.

Kingsley Park 20’s Eternal Glory

produced a gutsy performance at

Wolverhampton on May 23 to claim a

seven-furlong handicap.

Drawn unfavourably in stall 10 of 12,

Joe Fanning had to settle for a position

towards the rear in the early stages.

Pulling hard, Eternal Glory raced in

seventh position, but thankfully Joe was

able to tuck the Cotai Glory filly in and

didn’t have to race too wide as Tiare set

the pace.

Turning for home, Eternal Glory still

had plenty to do, perhaps five lengths

behind the leader, as Falesia Beach struck

for home. 

Responding well to Joe’s drive, the filly

made relentless progress, initially in the

centre of the track, and then edged left in

the closing stages. Taking the lead in the

final 50 yards, Eternal Glory held on to

score by half a length from Falesia Beach,

with Nikki’s Girl a further half a length

back in third.

The fourth winner for the Kingsley

Park partnerships in May, Eternal Glory is
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